
Chapter 411 

The group was huge, but fortunately it wasn’t high season at the resort, and there were 

private rooms when they went. 

Tailor Feng asked for a private room and ordered a table full of seafood, and a group of 

people talked and laughed and ate. 

Tailor Feng love to make trouble, pulling people on the table one by one to spell wine, 

Guan Xuefei shy nature, the amount of wine is not too good, drink a few cups will be 

some not win the power to drink, and Feng Lin used to be in the army for years, the 

opportunity to drink would not have been much, later, although out of business, but 

also rarely social, so naturally drink a few cups will also put down. 

Only Xie Snap and Evelin, who had always been unafraid of things, had been sparring 

with Tailor Feng. 

Tailor Feng actually wanted to come over and spar with Biden Lu, but Biden Lu ignored 

him, just took out the piece of jade and said, “You got the thing, remember what you 

promised me.” 

Tailor Feng looked at the green jade in front of him and simply wanted to hug and k*ss 

Biden Lu. 

He was grateful and excited, not daring to fawn over Biden Lu, but growing more 

attentive to Jenny Jing. 

Xie Snap was already drunk and drunk and confused, his eyes noticed the piece of green 

jade and suddenly cried out, “fu*k, isn’t this the piece that Zhou just picked out?” 

Tailor Feng immediately guardedly held Jade in his arms and said, “It’s mine now!” 

Xie Snap’s suspicious gaze turned on the two and waved his hand, “It’s not like I’m 

going to steal it from you, a broken stone is just as precious as you guys are.” 

Tailor Feng snorted and suddenly turned to Evelin and said, “Little Yaoyao, don’t be 

jealous, I’m giving this jade to my grandfather, not to another woman, and when it’s 



your birthday next time, I’ll give you an even more beautiful piece, I promise it’s even 

better than this one.” 

He’d also been drinking a little too much already, and as he spoke, the alcohol was 

pouring out, and his handsome face was flushed. 

Evelin’s ears were hot from what he said, and she even took a step back to keep her 

distance, glaring at him without good grace. 

“What nonsense?Who asked you to deliver it?” 

“Oh…” 

I don’t know if he was really drunk or fake drunk, Tailor Feng slurred his words and 

muttered, “If you don’t want me to send it, I want to send it too, there are so many 

women I just want to send you one, you’re different from them all…” 

He said, his words growing vague and ambiguous. 

Jenny saw the situation and interrupted him. 

“Tailor Feng is drunk, why don’t you guys help him back to rest first?” 

Having booked a room upstairs in the hotel, neither Xie Snap nor Tailor Feng were 

planning to go home tonight. 

Unexpectedly, Tailor Feng waved his hand. 

“I’m not drunk, I, I just wanted to say a few words from the heart, on this particular day.” 

Evelin’s face was slightly not too good, and Jenny noticed her face and wondered how 

far these two had developed. 

It was just that today, in front of so many people, it was not good to have Tailor Feng 

say something more revealing so as not to embarrass the two. 



So I interrupted him and changed the subject, “How about this, dinner and drinks are 

over, let’s play a game!” 

Xie Snap, who was a little tipsy before, immediately became energized when he heard 

about the game. 

“Okay, play the game, I want in!” 

Tailor Feng also reacted with a smiling expression. 

“Fine, play dice and drink, and Ernie will come along.” 

Biden Lu glanced at him, rather disdainfully, “If I come, I’m only afraid you’ll lose until 

you cry.” 

Tailor Feng was originally unconvinced, but Xie Snap pulled him and gave him a wink. 

He paused to recall the last time he’d almost lost his trousers playing dice with Biden Lu 

. 

A shiver went through my body, and I rested that thought. 

Xie Snap smiled, “Tell you what, it’s no fun playing dice all the time, let’s play a new 

game.” 

Tailor Feng is the king of holding the game and immediately agreed, “Yes, yes, what 

game?” 

“Truth or Dare, how about that?” 

As soon as this suggestion was made, Jennyton was the first to take the lead, clearly in 

high spirits, “I want to play too!” 

Tailor Feng smiled, “Okay, let’s see if second brother agrees to your drink.” 

Jenny Jing immediately turned to look at Biden Lu, a pair of dark eyes gleaming, and 

said, “May I have a little wine?Don’t worry, I won’t lose too much.” 



Biden Lu rubbed the back of her head, his tone gentle, “Play, I’ll help you drink if you 

lose.” 

Jenny became happy and tilted his head at Gu Mingyuan and the others, beaming with 

pride, and said, “How was it?No problem?” 

Of course Tailor Feng was fine with it, and so was Xie Snap and the others, who turned 

to ask the two pairs of Nina Hua and Ji Yunshu and agreed. 

The first hand, Jenny volunteered to be the dealer. 

She took the dice cup handed over from Tailor Feng, shook it, and said, “You guys hurry 

up and think of some ideas, write them all down on paper and give them to me.” 

Snap Xie went and summoned the waiter to bring in paper and pencil, and handed out a 

few sheets of each, and after they were written down, gave them all to her. 

Biden Lu was not interested in this kind of game played by children and volunteered to 

be Jenny Jing’s patron, only helping her drink and not participating in the game. 

And Michelle Kwan doesn’t drink well, so she doesn’t participate either. 

This way, the only ones playing the game are Jenny Xie Snap as well as Tailor Feng 

Kepler Ji Yun Shu and Feng Lin and a few others. 

The sofa is circular and surrounds a large glazed table. 

Jenny divided the slips of paper in his hands into two parts, one for Truth and one for 

Dare, and after disrupting them one by one made up the order on the table. 

And right in the middle, there was her dice cup, and the crowd surrounded the table in a 

circle. 

Jenny had already said that he would be the dealer first, and seeing that everyone had 

no opinion, he picked up the dice cup and shook it. 

Open the lid and open the points to three. 



Jenny didn’t hesitate to choose the great adventure. 

Tailor Feng smiled heedlessly, picked up the note numbered 3 Dare on the table and 

opened it, and his eyes stared at it, holding in a smile, his face almost deformed. 

Ji Yunshu, who was sitting next to him, could easily read the words on the note clearly 

and was filled with horror. 

“This, who wrote this?That’s sick!” 

Even someone as gentle as Ji Yunshu couldn’t help but burst into foul language, and 

one could imagine that the things on top of the note were indeed perverted. 

Tailor Feng really couldn’t help it, laughing, handing the note to Jenny, saying, “Second 

sister-in-law, it’s not that I’m not helping you, it’s really this matter, well, how to say it, 

not good to help.” 

Jenny Jing suspiciously took the note over and took a look at it, and his whole body was 

bad. 

What the hell! 

Ten minutes of live kssing with any member of the opposite sx in the room? 

Jenny was in tears, not expecting to be so unlucky as to draw such an explosive title just 

after the first game. 

She tugged on Biden Lu’s sleeve and said, “No, I’m not playing around.” 

All of us suddenly quit and objected, “Don’t, second sister-in-law, you can’t be a cheat.” 

Jenny really wasn’t trying to be a brat on purpose, but k*ssing for ten minutes in front of 

so many people? 

God!It was the pace of her life. 
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Compared to her embarrassment, Biden Lu was happy to k*ss her for ten minutes, so, 

lightly smiling, “Wife, you can’t go back on your word, you have to be willing to gamble 

if you say it’s fun and games.” 

When she finished, she pressed a k*ss to the back of her head. 

There was an uproar around them, and Jenny blushed shamefully, wishing to find a hole 

in the ground to burrow into. 

Fortunately, the man didn’t really intend for anyone to watch, but just pressed his lips 

against hers and made no further move. 

However just this kind of action, in the view of a group of people is really too 

unattractive, it was not long before they were not happy, and called out, “Second 

brother and second sister-in-law, you call this perfunctory, how can anyone k*ss just 

against the lips?” 

Biden Lu stared at them and didn’t say anything. 

Instead, Jenny was embarrassed, backed off a little and said, “You didn’t say you had to 

k*ss how, it’s our freedom.” 

After saying that, he returned his lips to Biden Lu’s lips. 

Playing this way, it’s obvious there’s not much energy to be seen, and Tailor Feng waved 

his hand, “Forget it then, just a minute, ten minutes is too long.” 

Jenny Jing’s scheme succeeded and he smiled with a sudden smile. 

At the end of the minute, Biden Lu drank according to the rules, and Jenny Jing handed 

the dice cup to the next player. 

Her next home is Ji Yunshu, who is shy, shakes out a two and chooses Truthful. 

The question was asked, “How far have you and Michelle Kwan developed?Is there…” 

Tailor Feng smiled badly and did a 00xx. 



Ji Yunshu blushed a bit, and Guan Xuefei, who was sitting behind him, was even redder 

right up to his ears. 

He coughed and squared off, “This is a private matter, can I choose not to say 

anything?” 

“No, no, no, the game has to follow the rules of the game.” 

Ji Yunshu was a bit embarrassed by the situation. 

He was a gentleman’s man, and it was a matter of female privacy, after all, and he could 

not say much about it. 

Instead, Guan Xuefei, who was very generous with her sight, snorted, “We’re getting 

married soon, how far along do you think we are in our development?” 

This means that it is an admission. 

Ji Yunshu’s face was slightly red, and Tailor Feng and the others were up in arms when 

they heard the answer they wanted. 

None of them actually meant any harm, it was just a bunch of big boys messing around. 

It was precisely because Guan Xuefei knew this, that she was more generous. 

There was a bit of coaxing and two more rounds of play, and when it was Jenny’s turn in 

her hands again, she chose the truth. 

Snapshot Xie picked up the note and looked at it with a narrow smile in his eyes. 

“Confess to any member of the opposite s*x present, request, for more than a minute.” 

Jenny Jing looked to the side at Biden Lu. 

Tailor Feng immediately slurred, “It’s over, it’s time to spill dog food again.” 

Unexpectedly, Jenny, who heard this, immediately turned his head to aim at him. 



Tailor Feng instantly felt his heart tighten and a bad feeling arose. 

“I choose you.”Jenny said. 

Tailor Feng was stunned. 

Jenny Jing smiling, “You see, you are good-looking, good character, lively enough, 

jumpy s*x but not annoying, know what’s important, important, don’t look crazy on the 

surface, in fact, your heart understands things better than anyone else, and you are 

serious and persistent about girls….” 

Jenny Jing had said almost every compliment he could think of in his life. 

Listened to Tailor Feng in a daze. 

When the minute was over, that’s when everyone responded and applauded. 

“Second sister-in-law, this eloquence, obey ah.” 

Tailor Feng blushed faintly, but still muttered, “How is this a confession, this is clearly a 

compliment.” 

Jenny’s eyes glared, “If I say it’s a confession, it’s a confession, so what do you care what 

I say!” 

What else Tailor Feng wanted to say was stopped by a cold eye blade from Biden Lu. 

When Jenny Jing originally praised him, Biden Lu was old and upset on the side. 

How dare he pick on me? 

Tailor Feng had bitterness and resentment and shifted his target to Kepler and Nina Hua 

beside him. 

Two people who were both colder by nature, but were hardened by his question. 



Everyone played a lot of games, with Jenny losing half and winning half, causing Biden 

Lu to drink quite a bit of wine, and in the end, he actually seemed to be a bit drunk. 

The last hand, it was Jenny’s turn again, she was about to go to shake the dice cup, but 

Tailor Feng stopped her and said, “Second brother has been sitting all night, the last 

hand, you do it.” 

When Jenny heard the words, he closed his hand that went for the dice cup, looked 

towards Biden Lu and asked, “Do you want to play?” 

Biden Lu didn’t answer, faintly lifting his lips, but he extended his hand out. 

Shake the dice cup and draw a six. 

“Truly.” 

Gu picked up the note doggedly and unfolded it, reading aloud, “What’s the most 

touching thing your subject has ever done?” 

Biden Lu looked sideways at Jenny Jing. 

Jenny Jing, on the other hand, was lowering her head slightly, she didn’t seem… to have 

done anything that particularly moved him, did she! 

But unexpectedly, Biden Lu suddenly reached out and took her over, a layer of faint 

emotion floating in the bottom of his eyes, which were tainted with scarlet because of 

the alcohol. 

In a quiet voice, “She will marry me.” 

Five simple words, but they shook Jenny Jing’s heart. 

It was followed by a lot of happiness. 

An inexplicable pang burst forth from the depths of her heart, instantly making her 

whole body warm and moved. 



Jenny pursed her lips and looked into his eyes. 

His eyes were extremely deep, like a never-ending vast starry night, so bright and 

gorgeous that they mesmerized her. 

With a heartbeat, I whispered, “Me too, thank you for wanting to marry me.” 

Jenny’s words caused Biden Lu’s heart to be filled with mixed emotions, and the gaze 

towards her grew hotter. 

At that time, Jenny hadn’t understood what a man’s gaze like that meant. 

It wasn’t until evening, when she returned home, that she regretted it. 

The man was like on steroids tonight, grabbing her and not letting go, from the living 

room, to the balcony, to the bathroom, and then to the bed. 

Jenny was almost tossed to pieces, as if no part of her entire body belonged to her, all 

of which were viciously possessed by this man, domineering and passionate, not letting 

go of an inch. 

In the end, she was lost in that wave of pleasure and pain, and the last moment before 

she lost consciousness, all she could hear was the man’s breath panting, saying in her 

ear over and over again, “Jenny, I love you, I love you.” 

One Night Madness. 

After the madness, the next day’s cost was naturally a sore back, and I could barely get 

out of bed. 

Jenny also didn’t know what was wrong with the man, who seemed to be particularly 

heavy valley debt these days. 

She used to be able to restrain herself, but lately she seems to be going crazy and won’t 

stop until she can’t get out of bed every time. 



However, today I still have to fly cloudf country, so trying to stay home and be lazy is 

impossible. 

In this way, Jenny became even more valley yawn crying. 

She stared at the originator in front of her with an angry face and said in an angry voice, 

“Biden Lu, look at you!It’s all your doing!” 
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Biden Lu knew that she had anger in her heart, smiled, grabbed her hand and k*ssed it 

gently, softly saying, “Sorry, I didn’t restrain myself last night, I’ll make it right next time.” 

In the face of Jenny’s angry gaze, he paused and smiled again, “Lie down for a while 

longer, there’s still time, I’ll help you bring up breakfast to eat, rest for a while longer 

before you leave.” 

Only then did Jenny snorted and let him go. 

Meanwhile, on the other side. 

The morning sun shone through the white curtains of the floor-to-ceiling windows, 

coating the entire room in a warm glow. 

Disheveled clothes littered the luxurious and expensive carpet, spilling from the living 

room to the bedroom. 

In the bedroom on the big bed, a pair of people are sleeping, the sun shone on the girl’s 

white quiet face, and if you look closely you can still see the fine fluff on it, as if it were 

an angel. 

Evelin was awakened by pain. 

Everywhere in my body hurt, like being crushed by a truck or like having all the parts of 

my body taken apart and reassembled, there wasn’t a single thing that didn’t hurt. 



She opened her eyes and looked at the ceiling, dazed for a few seconds before she 

realized where she was. 

The memory of last night faded back, she remembered that she had attended Tailor 

Feng’s birthday party and everyone had a barbecue and went drinking and ended up 

playing games and drinking a lot. 

What’s that back there? 

A burst of pain entered her head, she couldn’t help but gently draw in her breath, “hiss”, 

covering her head and was about to get up, but suddenly heard a soft hum from the 

side. 

She stiffened for a moment. 

Unbelievably, I looked to the side. 

The next second – “Ah!” 

“Ah-!” 

The two screams sounded in sequence before and after, then just heard a “poof” sound, 

the person next to directly roll to the ground in fear. 

“What are you doing here?” 

“What are you doing here?” 

They were again in unison, in unison. 

Both Evelin and Tailor Feng stared at each other incredulously, as if they couldn’t believe 

what they were seeing before their eyes, and finally, they once again looked in unison at 

the dressing mirror on the other side. 

The mirror reflected the two men’s silhouettes. 



One shrank on the bed wrapped in a blanket, revealing beautiful shoulders and a 

delicate face, hair in disarray, and bruises and ambiguous marks. 

The other was standing by the bed holding a blanket, and his handsome face had a few 

bruises from not knowing if he was knocked or beaten. 

A face that was supposed to be reserved, this time also looked a bit of a mess because 

of the posture and situation. 

They both screamed again at the same time. 

“Ah-!!!” 

In the next second, “Pop-!” 

Tailor Feng’s face averted, only to feel a hot pain on his cheeks. 

“Tailor Feng, you’re a beast!”and 

Evelin was about to cry with anger. 

She had no idea how she’d ended up in bed with this man, and no memory of what had 

happened last night! 

Poor her first night, which she had saved for over twenty years, had been ruined by this 

bastard! 

Tailor Feng was also a bit confused at this point. 

It was only after the confusion had passed that I realized I had been slapped, and I was 

suddenly anxious and angry. 

“Who are you calling a beast?You’re the animal!This is my room, why would you come 

into my room if you didn’t take the initiative yourself?” 

Evelin was so angry that she stared at him. 



“Take a good fu*king look, whose room is this?!!!” 

Tailor Feng sniffed and looked to the house number. 

At first glance, it really wasn’t his. 

He paled. 

There was a bit of a guilty conscience. 

Could it be that last night, you really were drunk and beastly and did indescribable 

things to others? 

When Evelin looked at his guilty look, he became even more certain that this man was 

deliberately trying to take advantage of the fire and take advantage of the opportunity 

to do so, and that he was the one who took away his innocence. 

In vain she had come to his birthday party yesterday to give him a birthday party, and 

he was such a man! 

Evelin was so angry that she grabbed her pillow and threw it at him. 

As he smashed it, he cursed angrily, “You dead pervert, dead rascal!I’ll kill you!” 

Tailor Feng was so upset by her smashing that he yelled, “That’s enough!” 

Evelin stalled for a moment. 

In the next second, the mouth deflated in aggravation. 

Tailor Feng saw the situation, afraid that she was crying now, but also busy under the 

heart of the annoyance coaxed: “I’m sorry, I, I did not mean to yell at you, don’t cry, wait 

a moment, we stranded things, maybe nothing happened?” 

As I said that, I pulled tissues to wipe her tears. 

Where was Evelin’s control at this point? 



The original woke up early in the morning to find the innocence is not very grievous, this 

time also by the culprit to yell, suddenly even more grievous, tears will fall even more 

fierce. 

“You still want to lie to me?I’ve never been in love, but I’m not a fool!It didn’t happen. 

Can’t I feel it? 

You son of a btch!scm!You’ve done it yourself and you don’t want to admit it!You’re a 

dead liar, you big bastard!” 

She said and started grabbing pillows at him again. 

This time, Tailor Feng learned her lesson and remained still, allowing her to let it out. 

In fact, Evelin’s body was already uncomfortable and didn’t have much strength at all, so 

she got tired without smashing a few times. 

She sniffled, her thoughts calming down a bit after a tantrum. 

She turned to Tailor Feng with red eyes and asked, “You really don’t remember what 

happened last night?” 

As much as Tailor Feng didn’t want to admit it, it was in fact true that he didn’t 

remember. 

The only memory that I have is that after Jenny and Biden Lu left first, they continued to 

drink, and then when they drank, it seemed like everyone else had left as well, leaving 

him and Evelin alone. 

He had booked a room at the hotel in advance, and since Jenny and the others weren’t 

staying, one was naturally vacant. 

So presently he held onto Evelin, trying to get her to go back to her room and rest. 

But then exactly how the two of them were in the same room and what happened 

afterwards, he really had no memory of. 



The thought of it made his heart swell with guilt. 

After all, it was someone’s girl’s first time, but he took it away from her so hastily and 

forgot afterwards how to see how she deserved to be beaten. 

Here, he couldn’t help but facepalm, holding her hand and slapping it in his face. 

Evelin was startled. 

Frightened by his actions, he was so scared that he forgot to cry for a moment. 

“What are you doing?” 

“I… “Tailor Feng was used to hanging around, and it was actually a bit uncomfortable to 

be so serious all of a sudden. 

There was a pause for several seconds before he said, “I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to do 

that last night, Yoyo, don’t be mad, you can hit me and yell at me all you want, just hit 

me more if you’re not relieved, just don’t be mad at me, okay?” 

Evelin saw the situation, looked at him, and snorted in a half-hearted manner. 

Tailor Feng felt a headache. 

The second youngest son of the Feng family has been wandering around for so many 

years, he has never been this embarrassed with women. 

 


